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Case Study Title

Brief Description

Relying on Sustainability Schemes to Develop our Strategy

Case Study Map

Module 2

Observations Week 7

Observations Week 8

Use this template to gather a general overview of the different case studies covered during the first module

of the Sustainability Leadership Programme. 

For each case study, you can find a brief description of what they cover and the key takeaways that can be

extracted from them. 

You'll also find a blank space under each of the case studies that you can use to ideate with your team on

how some of the learnings could be applied to your DMO or ideas you'd like to gather for future planning. 

Use this space to write down your team's observations from

the case studies provided in Week 7.

Use this space to write down your team's observations from

the case studies provided in Week 8.

1

2

Add sticky notes of a specific colour of those

aspects that can be most useful within your

organisation in the ideation area to later come

back to them. 

You should use this colour throughout the Mural so

everyone can keep track of their ideas.

Gather your team and discuss how the key

ideas could be implemented.

During the reading of a case study After the reading of a case study

Before reading a case study, if your time

availability is limited, make sure to read the

description and key takeaways of the different

case studies to focus on those that can be most

useful for your DMO.

Before reading a case study

Come back to the notes you have taken

throughout the reading. 

I work with Swedish Welcome which is a

development tool based on the SDG's

2030 framework yet can be used by

businesses of any scale from solo kayak

company operators to large hotel

chains to a national sports bike race

event.  It's a great framework for

aligning goals, and helps breakdown

the SDGs in a way so companies won't

feel overwhelmed and can apply all

aspects of their business to this

framework in an understandable way.

Ideation Area

Contiki

Dolomiti Paganella & Visit Greenland

GSTC

Goodwings

Jorge Ventocilla Switzerland Tourism

TUI

How to complete

the template?

This case study will allow you to be inspired by how other companies within

the industry are developing their sustainable strategies by adhering to

sustainability initiatives and certifications.

Key Takeaways

· When developing your sustainability strategy, keep in mind that it should

focus on your organisation's goals. Being based on an existing scheme, such

as the UNSDGs, can help greatly to develop it.

· The sustainable strategy must contemplate the whole business and all its

operations in order to achieve real and impactful results.

·Partnering up with organisations that can help us achieve our sustainability

goals and that comply with minimum standards is extremely important.

Case Study Title

Brief Description

Standards to Implement Sustainability in the Industry

GSTC offers open data which

could be used to create our own

destination 'method' for

companies to be measured

against.  A region in Sweden has

already done this and it has

worked successfully bringing a

network together, creating a

destination brand and push

starting or strengthening the

sustainability journey in a

measurable way.

Ideation Area

This case study will provide you with a better understanding of the GSTC

Standards and the organisations that can benefit from implementing them.

Key Takeaways

· Invest in training, education and bring people to have a stronger awareness

of what really matters in terms of sustainability.

· Understand and make others align with the guidelines for regulatory codes.

· Measure and evaluate your performance to adjust the way you operate and

verify you are going in the right direction.

Case Study Title

Brief Description

Thinking of Biodiversity to Develop a More Sustainable Destination

One area of our destination

is designated eko park and

we have to consider

carrying capacity especially

in July.  How to protect,

inspire visitors to disperse

and also share the story of

why as part of the visitor

experience. 

The archipelago coastline

along the east of our

destination is on the Baltic sea

which has major challenges

impacting on biodiversity. 

Solutions and change requires

commitment from  Denmark,

Estonia, Finland, Germany,

Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,

Russia, Sweden.  

Ideation Area

This case study will allow you to understand how biodiversity is negatively

impacted by tourism activities and how we can better protect it.

Key Takeaways

· The integrated collaboration and communication between science and

policy are essential to advance in sustainability matters.

· Creating awareness amongst travellers of their impact on the destination's

biodiversity through educational information can help reduce negative

effects.

· To achieve a more sustainable future it's necessary to establish appropriate

partnerships and indicators, e.g., the EU Ecolabel.

Case Study Title

Brief Description

SettinG Up a Sustainable Certification for the Destination

Leadership is key to

bring all stakeholders

on the journey and

create one cohesive

mission and vision

behind which all else

develops.

Designed by

the industry

for the

industry

Recognises other

3rd party

accreditations

and enables all

to participate

with entry level.

Ideation Area

This case study will provide you with an overview of Switzerland Tourism's

sustainability strategy, which implements the UNSDGs, and their

Swisstainable Programme.

Key Takeaways

· To remain competitive, adapting to consumer demands is just as important

as having an appealing brand.

· A successful sustainable strategy must take into consideration the different

levels and stages that different organisations may be at.

Case Study Title

Brief Description

Understanding How Certifications can Aid Our Sustainable Efforts

Ideation Area

Through this case study, you will be able to understand how two very

different destinations have used certifications methods to aid their path

towards more sustainable development.

Key Takeaways

· When developing a sustainable strategy, your team should be open-minded

towards the different certification methods and programmes that exist,

choosing the one that best aligns with the organisation's objectives. 

· It's important to understand sustainability within the specific context of your

destination in order to develop the most appropriate strategy. 

Case Study Title

Brief Description

Supporting Sustainability Through Subscription-Based Models

Ideation Area

Through this case study, you'll be able to understand different ways in which

businesses can help contribute to sustainability, as well as the importance of

establishing partnerships to achieve your goals. 

Key Takeaways

· There's a need for the tourism and travel industry to take responsibility for

their high emission rates. Thus, sustainable strategies need to look at

reducing and removing organisations' carbon footprint. 

· Transparency and verification are key to ensuring the viability of

sustainability actions.

· By means of efficiently evaluating processes, planning and moving towards

sustainability, access to data and analytical reports is key.

Case Study Title

Brief Description

Achieving Sustainability Through Business Transformation

Ideation Area

Through this case study, you'll be able to understand the importance of

addressing sustainability in the organisation’s strategy, operations and

relationships with stakeholders to lead transformation in the destination.

Key Takeaways

· All stakeholders involved in the business' operations need to be included in

the organisation's sustainability strategy to achieve objectives.

· The successful implementation of sustainability within the organisation

requires addressing consumer needs, policy and legislation.

· Sustainable transformation needs partnerships to find concrete solutions

and develop and implement them.
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Visit Finland & My Helsinki

Case Study Title

Brief Description

Developing Sustainably as a Nation

Ideation Area

This case study will allow you to understand the initiatives that Visit Finland

has put in place to encourage sustainable development nationally, as well as

what local destinations are doing to encourage action within sustainability.

Key Takeaways

· Sustainability certifications and programmes can be developed at the

national level to allow adopting sustainability by enabling commitment.

· When developing a sustainability programme, establishing a constant

dialogue with the parties to obtain feedback for its adequate development

will ensure the programme serves its purpose.

· Community involvement is crucial to develop the destination sustainably and

create a "new normal" for a better way of living.

Open Case
Study

Open link

WTTC

Case Study Title

Brief Description

Leading Sustainability & Stewardship Within the Industry

Ideation Area

This case study will allow you to get an overview of the efforts that the key

players of the tourism industry are making to guarantee a more innovative

and sustainable future by 2030.

Key Takeaways

· For sustainability to enact change it is necessary for all industry stakeholders

to be included in the transformation process and for different tools to be

provided to them

· Targets and decarbonisation can be reached efficiently and effectively by

applying the avoid, reduce and remove logic.

· Developing a model that adapts to the different conditions and stages that

companies may be at is crucial so everyone can develop more sustainably

with a referral point.

Open Case
Study

Open link

Visit Norway & Eco-Lighthouse Foundation

Case Study Title

Brief Description

Digitalising and Measuring Sustainability

Ideation Area

This case study will help you see how a sustainable strategy can be

translated into digital, and how national certification programmes can help

clarify the transformation process for businesses.

Key Takeaways

· The sustainable strategy of the DMO needs to observe all dimensions

affected by its operations: marketing, industry, customers, etc.

· To efficiently deliver the message to customers, properly identifying the

customer segments and adapting the content to the different distribution

channels is crucial.

· National sustainable certification methods provide clarity for customers and

ease the transformation process for businesses.
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Wonderful Copenhagen

Case Study Title

Brief Description

Generating Positive Impacts on Local and Global Development

Ideation Area

Through this case study, you'll be able to understand how the DMO’s

strategy can serve as a guide to act responsibly and develop the destination

sustainably when aligned with certification methods.

Key Takeaways

· It is important to consider which collaborations and partnerships could result

more beneficial to achieve specific goals and try to establish them.

· Using the SDGs as a supporting method to develop the DMO's sustainability

strategy can help guide our decisions.
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